LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST
6 required (2 female, 4 either gender) and 6 optional (2 female, 1 male, 3 either gender).
Optional players should be played in any combo. However, Meedle Me and Meedle Mum
should be played as a pair.
CHARACTER

ALLIE

Required Character
(Female)

WHITE BUNNY

Required Character
(Either)

GOLIM THE
CATERPILLAR

Required Character
(Either)

CHESSER THE CAT
Required Character
(Either)

SCARLET QUEEN
Required Character
(Female)
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DESCRIPTION

COSTUME

SUGGESTIONS

Allie is a prim and proper young lady. In her free time,
she loves to read books by the brook to her attentive
and loveable cat named Dynamo. A chronic
daydreamer, Allie cannot wait to grow up and often
finds her imagination running to faraway, mysterious
lands.

Blue length dress with
a white pinafore. Hair
held back with a wide
(2”) ribbon.

If you see a flash of white fur, you’ve probably spotted
White Bunny hopping by! Notorious for nearly being
late, this haughty bunny is impatient towards
everyone except the Scarlet Queen! White Bunny
works as a herald in the Palace Garden and
constantly worries about breaking rules of TopsyTurvy Land. This rabbit’s quite fond of his/her head!

A white rabbit costume
or rabbit ear headband,
white long sleeved shirt
and pants with a blue
waistcoat and red vest.
Glasses and toy
trumpet as optional
props.

Golim the Caterpillar is a mysterious soul who lives on
a giant toadstool in Topsy Turvy Land Woods. Only
three-inches high, Golim doesn’t take kindly to
strangers and becomes enraged if a comment is
made about his/her small size. However, this
caterpillar is the wisest creature of the forest. The
residents of Topsy-Turvy Land know where to go for
answers.
Chesser the Cat is known as the prankster of the
Topsy-Turvy Land Woods. When speaking with
Chesser, you’ll never know if this cat’s serious or
playing a practical joke! Chesser lives with the
Countess, but rumor has it that s/he is growing tired of
the chef throwing pots everywhere.
This foul-tempered monarch of Topsy-Turvy Land is
feared by every creature. Without haste, she will
declare a death sentence at the slightest wrongdoing!
She declared a new rule in Topsy-Turvy Land of
sentence before verdict, so her criminal trials have
become irrational and quite unreasonable. Some say
the Scarlet King’s intimidated by her just like everyone
else.

Caterpillar costume.
Or all blue clothing with
sewn on ‘legs’ from top
to bottom. Optional to
carry a fake hookah
pipe.
Cheshire Cat costume
or a cat ear headband
and a purple and pink
striped shirt.
Scarlet Queen costume
– full length formal
gown with red heart
décor. Crown with red
jewels and an optional
scepter with a red heart
jewel on the end as a
prop.

CRAZY CAP MAKER
Required Character
(Either)

SILVER QUEEN

Optional Character
(Female)

SCARLET KING

Optional Character
(Male)

COUNTESS

Optional Character
(Female)

CHEF

Optional Character
(Either)

MEEDLE ME
&
MEEDLE MUM

Optional Characters
(Either)
Characters should be
played as a team.
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The Crazy Cap Maker is the eccentric hat maker in
Topsy-Turvy Land. This hatter is known for giving
fabulous tea parties and keeping everyone
entertained with unsolvable riddles and crazy dancing!
Crazy Cap Maker’s loyalties lie with Allie, and the
Silver Queen, and s/he will do anything to protect
them.

Top hat with orange (or
other brightly colored)
jacket, blue vest and
green or black pants.
White or orange crazy
wig.

The Silver Queen ruled Topsy-Turvy Land peacefully
for the last 101 years. Recently, the heinous Scarlet
Queen thieved her crown. The residents of TopsyTurvy Land dream of the day when the Silver Queen
will rule the land again, as she is a fair and honorable
leader. She refuses to harm anyone!

White/silver flowing
evening gown.
White/silver wig and
silver accessories.

The Scarlet King is bashful as compared to the
tyrannical Scarlet Queen. While the Queen isn’t
looking, the king routinely frees creatures held for
frivolous executions ordered by the Queen. However,
the king seems to enjoy the Queen’s ridiculous daily
criminal trials and often asks strange questions of the
witnesses. Some say the king does this out of
boredom!
The Countess of Topsy-Turvy Land is the Scarlet
Queen’s cousin and her least favorite person. She
lives in a small palace on the edge of the woods with
her nutty chef who throws pots and uses entirely too
much cinnamon! The Countess is aggressive and
doesn’t interact with others properly. She’s also quite
volatile and emotionally unpredictable. Stay clear of
the Countess if you know what’s good for you!

King’s robe with a
crown adorned with
heart jewels. A scepter
with a red jeweled
heart as an optional
prop.

Large countess hat (i.e.
headpiece) with a
royal-looking dress and
robes.

The chef works for the Countess in a small palace on
the edge of Topsy-Turvy Land Woods. Chef throws
anything s/he can grab during random outbursts about
nothing! Chef has an obsession with cinnamon. Chef
eats it, drinks it in tea, wears it, and even sprinkles it
around the palace!

Chef’s outfit.

Meedle Me and Meedle Mum are fun-loving twins that
reside in the Topsy-Turvy Land Woods. They’re mirror
images of each other in every way and constantly
finish each other’s sentences! The twins are fond of
playing games. They don’t take life seriously and can’t
help but make odd movements with their bodies to
entertain others.

Black bolero jacket with
a white collar. Yellow
shirt and red pants.
Propeller beanie cap
and red suspenders as
optional accessories.
OR, any twin outfit.

